Among the possible interaction mechanisms for optical excitation, exchange is often discounted in rare earth inorganic systems although Birgeneau pointed out that it could be as efficient as the other mechanisms [1] . Frequently, a multipolar electric interaction is postulated, the nature of which is deduced from the shape of the donor fluorescence decay using the Inokuti-Hirayama formula [2] . When used for randomly doped crystals, that method implies a statistical average over the possible positions of the acceptors around the donors and is subject to the hypothesis that a single mechanism is active. It is well known that the conclusions deduced from this « macroscopic » approach are questionable, the fit between theoretical and experimental decay curves never being perfect Improvements of this approach either by Dornauf and Heber [3] and Siebold (*) Laboratoire associ6 au C.N.R.S.
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:019820043021074500 and Heber [4] with a « discrete model » instead of a continuous model, or by Hegarty et al. [5] who deduce the microscopic transfer rate between two nearby ions from macroscopic results, need nevertheless the hypothesis that a single mechanism is active.
It has been shown recently that microscopic transfer rates can be measured directly when a class of pairs of ions can be selectively excited [6] . Using weakly doped crystals, pairs are well « isolated » and their intrinsic behaviour is observed. From these measurements, it was inferred that the transfer mechanism could not be the same for weakly and strongly coupled pairs. The possible co-existence of various mechanisms has been considered by Watts [7] who showed, by numerical calculation of the quadrupole-quadrupole and dipole-dipole coupling strength between Yb3 + and Er3 +, that the former dominates the latter for ions separated by less than 9 A.
The results reported here, again based on the direct study of the properties of pairs, show unambiguously that a short range interaction dominates the dipole-dipole interaction and is responsible for the quenching previously attributed to dipole-dipole coupling from macroscopic measurements [8] . They are then used to predict, with success, the behaviour of more heavily doped samples : starting from microscopic values macroscopic experiments are explained.
The system studied, LaF3 : Pr3 +, is a very well known system whose energy levels have been tabulated in detail by Carnall et al. [9] . Most of the energy transfer experiments made with it have been presented and analysed by Yen in a review paper on energy transfer in rare earth ions in crystals [10] .
The present paper is centred on the quenching of the 3po fluorescence. The first study of this quenching by Brown et al. [11] Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum around the main 3H4-+ 3po transition. It is now well established that satellites are due to pairs of ions [6] . By monitoring the fluorescence induced by a narrow dye-laser pulse, it is possible to record time resolved excitation spectra as shown in figure 1 delays after the laser pulse. Note that the gain for the 40 us spectrum is twice that for the 5 us spectrum.
The reduction of the decay time in the wing of the main line, already pointed out for heavily doped samples [13] as well for 1 D2 fluorescence in weakly doped samples [14] will be discussed elsewhere.
As first proposed by Brown et al. [ 11 ] , the reduction of the 3 Po lifetime results from a cross relaxation between an excited and an unexcited ion. From the measured lifetimes r and the radiative lifetime To = 48 x 10-6 J.1s of the isolated ions [15] it is easy to calculate the cross relaxation rate w c for each satellite by These results are now used to determine the nature of the coupling responsible for the observed cross relaxation. As it will appear below, this determination will result from strongly convergent evidence. The only remaining problem lies in the difficulty of associating a definite class of pairs with each satellite. This problem has already been pointed out [6] and its resolution would need uniaxial stress experiments as those made in ruby [16] . [19] . Equation (2) can thus be written as :
with The ion-ion interaction is estimated in the case where it is multipolar electric using the calculations of Kushida [20] and the wavefunctions of Weber [21] . For two ions at 5 A one from another, the results are :
These weak values result from the spin-forbidden matrix elements between 3pO and 104 and between 3H4 and 1~4; the zero value for quadrupole-quadrupole interaction results from J selection rule between 3pO and 104. Using (4) and (5), the transition probability (2) figure 3 , since the exponential variation at long time with a rate Wr is indeed observed. The comparison between this decay and equation (7) gives the value of ( 1 -x)Nr+Nø from which one deduces (N f + Na) ~ 9. Thus, only cross relaxation between one ion and its possible 9 first neighbours has to be considered. However, by looking at the list of the pairs given by equation (1), one can hardly find what are the pairs associated with lines f and a. In the following, we suppose that the 6 classes of pairs of the first bracket are associated with satellite f (N f = 6) and that the 4 classes of pairs of the second group in the second bracket are associated with satellite a. This choice is the weakness of our interpretation because it appears as an ad hoc choice. Indeed, if Nf = 6 can be justified by the near equivalence of the pairs of the first bracket, the single peculiarity which can be given to justify Na = 4 is that the other 2 classes of pairs of the second bracket are pairs with an inversion centre. It must be recalled that peculiar and unexplained properties have already been reported for some Pr3 + pairs [20] .
The decay given by equation (6) figure 3 . [8] . The curve is 0(t) of equation (6) [13] ; as shown by Huber [22] the slope is also given by (8) [25] also indicate the predominance of exchange interaction for some exciton dispersion.
To summarize, the direct measurement of cross relaxation rates between ions associated in pairs has been used to show that the quenching of 3p 0 fluorescence results essentially from the interaction between one Pr3+ and its possible 10 Pr3+ nearest neighbours. This interaction is thus of short range and arguments are given to show that it is superexchange. Although the efficiency of this mechanism was already observed for GdCI3, Gd(OH)3, Tb(OH)3 from measured exciton dispersion [24, 25] , a proof based on direct measurement of transfer rates has not yet been presented. The values of the cross relaxation rates measured on the well isolated pairs present in weakly doped crystals are also used to calculate the behaviour of heavily doped crystals, making thus the first connection between directly measured microscopic and macroscopic quantities. The comparison of this calculated behaviour with experiments is very good and indicates the probable efficiency of processes involving more than two ions when the concentration exceeds 50 %. It is hoped that the connection between microscopic properties and the collective behaviour in stoichiometric crystals will also be possible.
